
IP - 400/100/60
Compact UHF/VHF, VHF Low Band  FM Portable Radios 403 - 470 MHz. 136 - 174 MHz.

66-88 MHz

EXCEPTIONAL COMPACT  DESIGN

EXCEPTIONALLY RUGGED & WATERPROOF
Exceptionally tough and durable the E-TECH IP
400/100/60 has passed the severe IP55 dust and water
intrusion tests whether with or without the optional
speaker microphone. The IP 400/100/60 also fully meets
or betters MIL 810 C, D, E & F. So no matter where you
find yourself the E-TECH IP series has the ability to
keep going and going.

EXCEPTIONAL SIGNALLING
The E-TECH IP not only benefits from CTCSS and DCS
so as to separate talk groups , the class leading IP
400/100/60 series also benefits from full 5-tone
signalling both encode and decode with a host of
safety and security features utilising the hugely flexible
5-tone languages and speed variations which are
standard in the IP 400/100/60. The exceptional IP
400/100/60 has the following safety systems as
standard
uLone worker u Man down u Emergency call u
Open MIC TX uGroup selective call, uPTT indent
uStun & Unstun uStart ANI uDealer Programmable
extra CTCSS tones uDTMF encode Scrambler

 1+1 fast charger pod.All 5-tone functions are dealer
programmable, all functions marked “*” require to be
specified at the time of order and a small additional

EXCEPTIONAL AUDIO
The ultra compact E-TECH IP series has audio which has
been described as “delivering exceptional loud audio
comparable to radios twice its size, ensuring clear and
intelligible transmission each and every time” The 2010 model
E-TECH IP series builds on E-TECHs’ reputation for producing
radios with startlingly loud and clear audio. The E-TECH EP
series comes as standard with a 45 mm diameter speaker
giving 600 mW of audio power output .

EXCEPTIONAL 255 CHANNEL CAPACITY
The E-TECH IP - 400/100/60 has 255 channels which can be
operate in up to 16 groups, each group can be from one
channel to 254 channels, channel groups are fully dealer
programmable

EXCEPTIONAL CHANNEL SETTINGS
The E-TECH IP - 400/100/60 not only has 255 channels, each
channel can also be uniquely programmed so as to offer scan,
monitor, 5 tone operation, scrambler functions. The channels
can be named on the large 14 DIGIT clear backlit LCD

The E-TECH IP - 400/100/60 has no less than 8 programmable
function buttons/keys,one on the side below the easy reach
PTT and one orange coloured “emergency” function button/Key
on the top of the radio, the IP series is fully compatible with the
ES series. All function keys can be dealer programmed to
access all of the EP 400/100/60 various features and functions.

EXCEPTIONAL FUNCTIONALITY

EXCEPTIONAL SAFETY
E-TECH has always taken safety of the user as one of its
primary functions, the E-TECH IP series has man down, lone
worker, emergency call with programmable open
microphone and auto transmit, PTT identification, auto
ANI on switch on, stun and unstun all as standard. Further
the IP series is specifically designed to offer the lowest
cost full man down safety system functionality available
today. Contact you nearest E-TECH dealer for more details
or visit www.etechuk.org

E-TECH has always taken value seriously not only does the
E-TECH IP series come standard with all of the advanced
safety features detailed above it also has the following
additional features and functions.
uVOX with 15 levels for hands free operation without the

need for specialist audio accessories or interface boxes
uAuto VOX can automatically adapt to ambient noise
conditions uShunting safety control for trains and cranes
uScan uPriority Scan u3 power settings, Low (1W), medium
(2W) and High (4/5W) power settings uAuto squelch uLED
indication urepeater talk around ulow battery alarms
uAdjustable MIC gain on emergency uAdjustable power save
u1800 MAH green Lithium Ion battery with a 13.5 hour duty cycle on
a 5/5/90 duty cycle without power safe. Contact you nearest E-TECH
dealer for more details or visit www.etechuk.org or email to
sales.etech@tiscali.co.uk

EXCEPTIONAL FEATURES
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Exceptional Value

Exceptional Technology

The E-TECH IP series of compact portable radios have been designed to
meet the needs of the most advanced users. Manufactured to give
exceptionally clear, totally dependable two way communication whether
out in the field or in the most built up of cities. The E-TECH IP series has
a class leading IP55 waterproof, weather & dust proof rating and MIL -
STD 810 C, D, E & F enabling it to excel in the toughest of working
environments. One look at the E-TECH IP series, with its even tougher
mark 2 case/cabinet, confirms that it is as tough as it is highly intelligent
with features such as MAN DOWN, SCRAMBLER, MISSED CALL LIST,
STATUS CALLS, EMERGENCY CALL, GROUP CALL, INDIVIDUAL CALL,
LONE WORKER, SHUNTING SAFETY CONFIDENCE TONE, “EASY
REACH” EMERGENCY BUTTON,  full 5 tone signalling,  VOX and auto
VOX, Scan and Priority Scan, Password Protection, TOT, Key lock. The
E-TECH IP series is simply the intelligent choice

Near actual size

From inception the E-TECH IP series was designed to fit
securely in any hand, this is achieved within an ultra
compact but remarkably tough body of only 100mm
high by 56mm wide and by only 36mm deep. The
PTT and on/off volume knob are positive in action and
designed to be anti-slip in use. The emergency call
button  is designed to be “easy reach” and as such
ensures that the user can always access this important
emergency feature.

The original ultra compact hand portable
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ISP-HS001 Semi covert
Translucent E/Piece

ISP-SM01 Heavy duty
speaker MIC.

ISP-HS002 Ear Bud
MIC with PTT

ISP-HS003 D Ring
E/Piece with MIC & PTT

ISP-HS0041 Breeze style
H/set with PTT and boom
MIC (ESP-HS004H heavy
duty version also availa-
ble)

ISP-LC001 Soft
leather case

ISP-LC002 Hard
leather Case

ISP-B180, 1800 MAH Li
Ion Battery  (not supplied
with belt clip)

ISP-RC0062 six + six  way
rapid charger with UK PSU.

ISP-VC01 In Vehicle
charger LEAD

ISP-PL002
Cloning Lead

Dual programming lead for
IM, IP, IS, ES & EP & Cd

ISP-PL003 USB LEAD
FOR IP, IS, ES & EP

ISP-BC180 Standard
H/Duty low profile belt clip

ISP-HS001L Semi covert
Translucent E/Piece with
locking screws

ISP-SM02 Heavy duty
speaker SUBMERSIBLE
MIC.

ISP-PL001 PROGRAMMING
LEAD

ISP-RC002 1+1 Dual charg-
er complete with PSU

General Specification
IP60   66-88 Mhz
IP100   136-174 MHz
IP400   405-470 Mhz
Channels  255 (16 GROUPS)
Battery
Life    13.5 hours with 1800
    mAh liIon battery pack
Power
Supply   7.4V DC
Frequency
Stability   +/- 2.5ppm
Dimensions  HWD. 100X56X36 (mm)
Weight with
Battery pack 279g

General Transmitter Specification
RF Power   1W/5W(VHF)
    1W/4W(UHF)
Spurious
Emissions  less than -36dbm

Hum and
Noise   - 40 dB

Audio
Distortion  <5% @ 1Khz 60%
    deviation

General Receiver Specification
Sensitivity
(at 12dB SINAD)  <-0.25uV

SQUELCH
Sensitivity (
(at 6dB SINAD)   <-0.2uV

Audio output   600mW @
      20 ohm
Speaker size   45 mm
Audio
Distortion  <5% @ 1Khz 60%
    deviation

More audio accessories are being designed and
approved including Blue - tooth and heavy duty
headsets. Scrambler must be specified and fitted
at the point of order. IS & IP series audio and
battery accessories are not compatible with the
ES &EP series

The E-TECH ES series of professional portable radios meet or surpass the requirements for CE
R&TTE, RoHS & WEEE specifications and standards

E-TECH UK, Offices 2A-2D THE COMMUNICATIONS WING, EGGBUCKLAND KEEP, CROWNHILL, PLYMOUTH, PL6 5NX 0044(0)1752 782266. FAX 05601 126251. WEB: www.etechuk.org
EMAIL: sales.etech@tiscali.co.uk TERMS AND CONDITION OF SALE APPLY, ALL PRICES IN UK£ AND EXCLUDE VAT. SPECIFICATION MAY CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE AND ARE FOR
GUIDANCE ONLY.

Contact your local E-TECH dealer for exceptional prices
and volume discounts

Exceptional Value

Exceptional Technology


